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About This Game

Jump in the cockpit of a space fighter

Starway Fleet is an action-focused space fighter simulator game. Take part in various missions including interception or
reconnaissance, provide fighter cover for cargo ships or help rescue the crew of disabled ships, etc. Fight offline in quick
missions against computer-controlled enemies or online with your friends in co-op mode (up to 3 players). Be the famous

fighter ace, let the whole Universe know your name!

Features:

 3 game modes: quick missions, custom battles and survival mode.

 10 exciting quick missions, which can be played both in Single-player and Co-Op multiplayer.

 2 custom battle maps, both playable in Single-player and Co-Op multiplayer.

 2 survival maps, both playable in Single-player and Co-Op multiplayer.

 Epic space battles, heavily armed capital ships.

 Multiplayer mode with up to 3 simultaneous players.
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 Optional VIVE support: experience the excitement of space combat directly from the cockpit of your fighter.

 HOTAS, mouse + keyboard and game pad support.

Inspired by the following space simulator games

 Elite Dangerous

 STAR WARS X-Wing vs TIE Fighter

 EVERSPACE

 Descent

 Strike Vector
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Title: Starway Fleet
Genre: Action, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
StormCube Games
Publisher:
StormCube Games
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,German,French
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Unfortunately the devs have abandoned the game before it was fully completed and no longer give a reply to anybody. So its just
another unfinished game that could have been good if they would have believed in there game. Trying to aim is painful I really
wouldn't bother unless they fix it.
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